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Diversity is a supreme late-modern value,
always under threat, always in need of
defense. In recent decades, it has shaped a
wide range of discourses and practices –
from conservationist efforts to preserve biodiversity to the multiculturalist struggle to
save cultural diversity from a politics of
assimilation (Vidal and Dias, 2015). From
this appraisal of diversity emerged an
activism that seeks to protect the so-called
neurodiversity of people living with autism
against biomedical efforts to provide treatments that would make everybody a neurotypical. This Books Forum reviews new
publications that examine how a multiplicity
of embattled identities have mushroomed
around autism research and diagnoses.
Greg Hollin presents Steve Silberman as
both an actor and a scribe of the history of
autism. Silberman’s widely read WIRED
article ‘‘The Geek Syndrome’’ about the high
prevalence of autism in Silicon Valley led
many readers to test their Autism Quotient
(AQ), locating themselves somewhere along
a normal curve according to which all of us

are more or less autistic (Silberman, 2001).
Politically and ethically, Hollin embraces
Silberman’s promotion of neurodiversity,
but historiographically he questions the
claim of Silberman’s new book NeuroTribes
that only the unfortunate influence of Leo
Kanner, one of the discoverers of autism,
thwarted the recognition of different neurotribal identities.
Chloe Silverman reviews Des Fitzgerald’s
Tracing Autism as a sociological study of
how neuroscientists deal with their own
epistemic uncertainties. Like Tobias Rees’
laboratory ethnography Plastic Reason
(2016), it could be read as a ‘‘fieldwork in
skepticism’’ (Langlitz, 2017). The Archimedean point of the doubtful neuroscience of
autism is the certainty that this mental
disorder exists as a natural kind. Silverman
finds it troubling that brain researchers
continue to look for a cure at a time when
many people living with the diagnosis no
longer conceive of themselves as mentally ill.
Both the books and the reviews presented
in this forum bespeak an appreciation of
diversity. Maybe it’s time to examine how
this sensibility became so commonsensical.
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